
Farewell
by Christopher Smith

It’s been a little while since I’ve written for  the paper, so I thought I would make one 
last  contribution. The first  issue of this paper came out in  2008, to an audience of about 
10 members.  At the time, we had four people on the editorial team, and about  six 
writers. Yes, we were our  only  audience. Three years later,  this issue will have been 
printed two hundred times, and only  a handful of these will be left  over  after. You guys 

have proven yourselves a  fantastic and incredibly  loyal audience, and for that I thank 
you.

The history  of the Newspaper  crew  could fill an issue of itself, and much of it  is as 
juicy  as anything you’ll find on Gossip Girl.  But I’m not going to go into that, in the 
interests of everyone involved. Just heed that there is more than meets the eye when it 

comes to pulling an issue together. Not to mention the dedication our writers have 
shown. I thank each and every  one of them for their  help in  keeping this paper on its 
feet.  We have many  faces at  the newspaper meetings that  have been there for 2 years. 
They’re there because they  love writing, and they  love having people read their work. I 
feel extremely privileged being the one who can fulfill that for them.

I’m not the only  one though. The person who’s really  behind the newspaper today  is 
Fiona Dobrik. Over the past few months, I’ve been slowly  stepping down and letting 
Fiona take the reigns. This last  issue was entirely  hers. She’s been fantastic from  day  1 
when Inna and I brought her on board towards the end of last year, and she could not be 
a better fit for this newspaper. I have complete faith that she will take it places it has 

never gone before. And I hope you will all stay along for the ride.
The job of the Editor is a bit of an acquired taste, and it  pulls together  a lot of 

different strings from  all over  the place.  You definitely  have to enjoy  the job. I know 
Fiona loves the job, and as I said Inna  and I chose her  for a  reason. And with that,  I 
leave you in tremendously capable hands. 
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Viva España! Spain & Morocco Trip 2011
by Ana Vrzic

Over  a span of eight adventure-packed days thirty  grade eleven and twelve WCSS students, along 
with  Mrs. Matthews, Mr. Belcher, Mr. Nicholson, and Mrs.  Dickson-Rothwell, journeyed across much 
of southern Spain and Morocco to experience countless unforgettable events. We left  April 21  from 
the Pierre Elliott  Trudeau  Airport in Montreal and headed to the Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris. 
From  Paris we flew  to Madrid and boarded our own personal bus complete with a  collected, well-

dressed, sunglass-wearing driver of our own named Chimo. We also had our own tour  guide: an 
intelligent, short Portuguese man named Sergio who travelled with us throughout the whole trip and 
in the end became a part of our WCSS family!

Through the course of the week we travelled from  Madrid to Toledo, to Grenada, to Mijas, to 
Torremolinos, to Morocco, to Seville,  and to Cordoba; pretty  much all of southern Spain! Despite a 

combination of jet-lag and early  morning wake-up calls, all this traveling from place to place was still 
a breeze. That’s probably  because everyone tried to soak up every  minute of sleep they  could possibly 
get on the bus rides. Those few that weren’t asleep on the bus got to witness miles and miles of olive 
trees. I mean MILES of these: it was a bit overwhelming!

We saw  beautiful cathedrals, mosques, and synagogues, all  older than Canada itself! We ate 

delicious Spanish and Moroccan meals, we bought beautiful handmade Moroccan rugs (Mrs. 
Matthews is a pro at bargaining),  we rode camels and donkeys, we relaxed by  the Mediterranean, we 
bought loads of souvenirs (including some swords and daggers) and authentic soccer jerseys,  we were 
amazed by  Flamenco dancing, and to top it  off, we saw Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson at the Paris 
airport on our way back on April 29! 

A trip like this is a once in a lifetime experience, and we’re lucky  to have an amazing staff that is 
willing to put in a lot of time and effort into planning memorable trips like this year after  year. This 
trip was definitely worth every wake-up call, even that last one at three in the morning…
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COLOPHON:
Editors:

Christopher Smith, Fiona Dobrik

Teacher Supervisors:

Mr. Belcher

Thank you to all our writers who put an 
outstanding effort into making this year our 
best ever!

(Right) Our very own Fiona Dobrik poses with a 

camel outside Tetouan, in Morocco. Say 

cheese!



How To Make Your Summer Bank Account Sunny
by Shannon Bedford

It’s summer, it’s sunny  and you’re out  of school. With long days all to yourself you  don’t  have a 
care in the world – except for how you plan on paying for  that new  bathing suit  or  your Bluesfest 
tickets or your  other summer expenses. But never  fear, I’ve got  tips on how  to make money  this 
summer without giving up your two months of bliss. 

• Babysitting – It’s a classic, but it has some great benefits. You’d probably be spending your days 

watching Disney movies and going for bike rides anyway – so why not bring kids along and get 

paid for doing it?

• Sell your junk – Have a yard sale! The best yard sales start early in the morning so you might have 

to give up one morning of sleeping in, but digging through your old stuff and snapping on that 

fannypack for the change is well worth it.

• Yard work – Why not mow some lawns? Whip up some signs and post them around your 

neighborhood. Sit back, relax and wait for all your neighbors to call you. It may be physically 

demanding, but most lawns only need to be mowed once a week so it won’t mow down all your 

summer.

• Photographer – Love photography? Everyone’s doing something during the summer, so approach 

your local library or community theatre and offer your services as an official photographer. You get 

to attend fun events, take pictures, and see your work posted on websites and bulletin boards. 

• Summer tutoring – Yes, I know you don’t want to have your nose in a math book all summer, but 

by helping tutor kids you’ll both be able to keep your skills fresh so that in September school will be 

a breeze. 

• Super Lemonade Stand – It’s cheesy, but these can actually be great money makers. The key is 

consistency: make it clear to your loyal customers that you’ll be open daily. Plus, having a little kid 

or a dog around helps, because let’s face it – most of us have lost our cute charm.  

• Use connections – Remember those 40 hours of community service you’ve earned? Maybe the 

library or vet clinic you helped during the school year needs some paid workers for a busy summer 

season. Since you’ve already proven your responsibility and loyalty to them, you’re one step ahead. 

• YouTube – We’ve all seen those amazing viral videos. Believe it or not, the makers of those hits get 

paid for their videos. So teach your dog to talk and make sure you get it on film! 

You’re welcome to follow  these tips but keep in mind, even if you don’t make a bundle this 

summer don’t sweat it.  Summer is about having a good time with your  friends and making some 
amazing memories. Remember, the best things in life are free! Li
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Time To Be Bright And Bold!
by Hayat Omar

With the grass growing, flowers blooming, and the final days of school winding down, we all know 
what's coming. It's time to hide your winter blues deep in the closet and bring out those bright 
summer colours. This season it's all about bold statements, so if you’re not willing to show  the world 
your wild side, then summer  style may  not be your cup of tea.  Right now  you might be lost and 
confused as to how to be in style this season, but don't fret! It's a  lot easier than you think and I'm 

here to walk you through it.
With the women's wardrobe, its all about long hem lines like 

high  waisted jeans, skirts, and even shorts.  But  this should not 
be new to you as it was also a big trend last  season. Next on the 
list is florals. Florals are one of the biggest trends this season, 

and fortunately  it  ranges from  large to super small prints. If you 
aren't used to flowers, I would suggest starting off small before 
wearing flowers larger than the size of your head.  Another plus 
is that you don't really  have to match them  up: this season it’s all 
about bold and unique styles, so go all  out. BRIGHT COLOURS 

is what this season represents,  and it  might be very  difficult to 
get used to as last season was pretty  much the opposite. Just 
head to any  store and see how the colour palette for the spring/summer  collection includes shades 
such  as iris, viola, daffodil,  poppy, and geranium. Coincidentally,  they're all named after flowers. 
Moving on from flowers, I understand that a  lot  of girls are afraid or uninterested in wearing white on 

white outfits, but this is one of my  favourite trends this year. Just wear  a  simple white blouse and a 
wide legged white pant for a night out. It’s a great way  to balance out your graphic wardrobe. Some 
other big trends this season that you might also want  to try: 70’s inspired disco dresses, denim, above 
the knee pencil skirts, colourful accessories, white lace, and stripes.

For  the men, I have to say  it's all about looking relaxed and chic at  the same time. From linen 

("wrinkles look good on a man; go for  linen"), to plaid, to comfortable manly  wool sweaters, who 
doesn't want to be fashionable this summer? But what  makes a great  outfit is the balance between 
relaxed and classy.  Don't worry,  I've come up with a  couple of examples of great outfits you can make 
with  this season's trends. To look comfy  yet classy, take a manly  sweater and pair it up with a woven 
belt and some loafers.  To mix up your wardrobe, wear  a retro polo and accessorize it with a sleek 

watch and high  top sneakers. Take away  those charcoal grays and blacks and add bold colours like 
electric blue chino for a nice pop in your wardrobe. Buy  a versatile plaid tie that can be worn night 
and day, and shed that  3-piece suit in favour of  a double breasted blazer. Try  out the navy  and brown 
trend by  pairing your favourite outfits with a brown leather bag, to make yourself a mature gent.  A 
little blast from  the past: baseball  jackets are back in style, but this time it's all about suede materials, 

with  the stripe banding detail that  everyone remembers. There are tons of options this season, so be 
creative and go try out some new trends.

Now  I hope you're all updated on the new fashion trends of the season, and remember: fashion is 
your way to express yourself so use colours and patterns to show the world who you are!
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The Royal Wedding
by Morgan Jackson

April 29 2011  – the day  Prince William  married Catherine (Kate) Middleton. If you  missed it and 
want to know what happens,  or  even if you watched it  and want a  brief recap,  here it is.  Please note 
that all times are in Eastern Standard Time and not the local time of the wedding.  

The first  people to arrive at  the Westminster  Abbey  were the general wedding guests at  3:15AM. 
The next guests to arrive at 4:50AM were the Governor Generals and Prime Ministers from other 

countries under  the Commonwealth of the United Kingdom, as well as a few other guests. Princes 
William  and Harry  were the next to arrive at 5:15AM. Next  were the members of foreign royal families 
arriving at 5:20AM. At 5:27AM Carole and James Middleton arrived. Prince Charles and Camilla 
made their appearance at 5:42AM along with Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip who were the last 
guests to arrive at Westminster  Abbey. At 5:55AM the bridesmaids and pages arrived at the church 

followed next by  Kate Middleton and her  father Michael at 5:58AM. At  6:00AM the ceremony  began 
and the service continued for  an hour. At  7:15AM Prince William and Catherine proceeded away  from 
Westminster Abbey  by  carriage, subsequently  heading to Buckingham Palace. Four  other  carriages 
carried the bridal party, including  Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip,  who followed the newly-wed 
couple. The couple arrived at Buckingham  Palace at 7:30AM and the other  members of the royal 

family  arrived at  7:40AM. The couple reappeared on the balcony  of Buckingham Palace for 10 
minutes with their  families at 8:25AM. At 8:30AM the Royal Air  Force performed a flyover. Lastly, at 
1:00PM, a private reception began for 300 guests in the Palace.

That’s the basic schedule of how the royal wedding went,  but 
there are other  interesting facts you might not  know  about  the 

event. For instance, the person who actually  conducted the 
wedding service was the Dean of Westminster, while it was the 
Archbishop of Canterbury  who married the royal couple. The best 
man of the wedding was Prince William’s brother,  Harry, and the 
maid of honor was Kate’s sister  Philippa. As far as the rings that 

were worn, Prince William  did not wear  a ring.  Kate’s ring was 
made of gold given by  the Queen. It is a  tradition that the royal 
family’s rings are made from Welsh Gold from the St David's mine at Bontddu in North Wales. Kate’s 
wedding dress was an ivory  white gown made of satin gazar  and two different kinds of lace. The dress 
was designed by  Sarah Burton from  the fashion house of Alexander McQueen.The wedding cake was a 

multi-tiered fruit cake iced with cream  and white icing, decorated with 900 sugar-paste flowers. The 
center piece of the cake featured the "language of flowers" made by  Fiona Cairns who is a 
Leicestershire baker. The couple also requested no gifts but instead asked for  donations, which were 
put towards 26 different charities. 

Some people don’t believe that the Royal Wedding was an important event or  that  it  was even 

worth watching.  I, however,  think that we should care because it is a piece of history  that  we get to 
observe with  our very  own eyes (even if it  was something we only  watched on TV). It will someday  be 
written about in textbooks and we can say  we experienced it rather  than just having read about it. So 
whether you watched it, or didn’t watch it, history was made on April 29, 2011.
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Student’s Council 2012
by Mitch Simpson

Earlier  this month, West held their Student Council elections for the positions of President, Vice 
President,  Head of Social and Grade Representatives. Every  group or  candidate came up and 
presented an awesome speech  in front of the school on May  12, and it was quite a race! The school 
was truly  split for many  of the categories. For Head of Social,  the position was won by  only  six  votes! I 
feel happy  that a lot of the school was truly  engaged in the candidates' speeches, and listened and 

voted accordingly.I must say, all  the candidates who did win their respective titles are sure to be great 
assets for  Students' Council in the 2011-2012 school year. Here are the members of next  year’s 
student council:

President – Amrin Jawanda

Vice President – Reuel Dartey

Heads of Social – Ilhan Abdi and Helen Tsvirinkal

Grade 10 Representative – Tom Carnegie

Grade 11 Representative – Duy Huynh

Grade 12 Representative – Laura Ault

Rock on west!
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Relay For Life 2011
by Amira Baymout

Cancer. It is only  a word, yet it is one with so much meaning.  To some of us it is a looming threat, 
distant and seemingly  unreal. To others it is a scary  reality, a  battle for both the patient and for close 
family  and friends. Cancer is so much more than just a word: it’s a widespread disease and it’s our 
reality. This past year in Ontario alone there have been about 28, 000 cancer deaths and 65, 000 new 
cases diagnosed. 

Even though we know the danger of cancer, some of people still increase their  risk of getting 
cancer. For example,  tanning beds are one of the leading causes of skin  cancer. Using a tanning bed 
can increase your  risk of getting  skin cancer  by  75%! This is because they  emit UVA rays directly  to 
your body  that have been proven to be two to three times more powerful than the UVA rays which we 
get naturally  from the sun. I know everybody  wants that golden glow  but is it really  worth risking your 

life? There are alternatives such as self-tanner that will give you just as much of a glow. So slather on 
that sunscreen and stay away from those cancer causing tanning beds. 

Anyone with cancer  will tell you  it is the fight of his or her life. Their biggest  struggle is fighting the 
cancer  and they  need to be strong to make everything well again. This year  on Friday  May  27, 2011 
you, your  family, and your friends can make a  commitment to kick cancer out of our lives,  families, 

and our community  during West Carleton’s Relay  for Life Event.  It begins on Friday  at 7:00pm  until 
7:00am  on Saturday. It’s a 12-hour overnight event where we walk around the track with our 
teammates to show our support for cancer  research.  Relay  for Life hosts countless events every  year 



to fight back, in  the hope of finding a  cure for  cancer.  It raised over $16,000,000 nationally  last  year. 

West raised $51,000 in 2009, so can we reach $52,000 this year?  
It  is a  great  opportunity  to get together  with family  and friends to celebrate cancer  survivors, 

remember loved ones who were lost to cancer,  and to fight back in  the hope of finding a cure for  this 
terrible disease. Relay  for Life is a fun  filled event, and your participation gives strength to our 
mission to destroy  cancer. Walk with us in this inspirational 12-hour overnight  event as we come 

together and fight to make cancer history. Strength, courage, and life are the qualities that represent a 
patient fighting cancer and his or her  will  to come out of it better then before. We hope to find a  cure 
for cancer someday.

 Help make a difference in a person’s life today!
[Ed. – The original publishing date was going to be before the Relay. Unfortunately we had to 

push it back, but Amira put a lot of hard work into this article so we thought it would be a shame to 
pass up the opportunity to publish it. 

Last Friday, Relay for Life was an astounding success. Well over 500 people showed up to the 
event, and together we walked over 2 million steps, which came out to be over 1300 km. In the end, 
we raised over $72, 000 for the Canadian Cancer Society. The money will go towards cancer 
treatments, patient care, and ultimately finding a cure.]
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A Heartfelt Goodbye
by Fiona Dobrik

It’s been quite a year here at the Echo. Our staff has had our ups and downs. We’ve had some last 
minute rushes to make deadlines and I know Chris has had to put in quite a few  late night hours 
getting the layout ready  in time. With every  seemingly  hopeless problem  that  had arisen, Chris was 
there to tackle it valiantly. Well perhaps I’m  getting a bit a head of myself, one things for certain 
though, we would not have made it through this year without the extraordinary  editor, layout-er, and 

problem solver that is Chris Smith.  This was Chris’s last year  at the Echo and next year he will be off 
to bigger and better  things in  University.  Even so, Chris has assured me that any  problems I can’t 
solve, he’s never farther  then and email or a  phone call away  to lend a helping hand.  That is pure 
dedication.  I wish him the best of luck in University, and I know that he’s going  to thrive there. It’s 
been an honour, the Echo will not be the same without you Chris. 

From,
Everybody here at the Echo

Sudoku in The Echo has always been, for many people, a fantastic way to spend the last 
period of the day. “Sure beats taking notes”, we hear. We figure we all need a break from 

class. So here you go. Teachers, this one is for the next staff meeting. There are always 
copies available on the desk in the Library. From all of us here at the Echo, we hope you 
have an amazing summer! Make sure to do some awesome things so we have something 

to write about when we come back in September!
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by Shannon Bedford 

As June ticks away  and the end of the year  approaches, West must  say  goodbye to some very 
special Wolves.  The last Heard in the Halls was spent asking our  senior students what their  favorite 
memories were at WCSS! 

“Relay for Life!”
– Scott Millar 

“The amazing teamwork behind the rugby tournament!” 
– Trevor Waines  

“The dance off at the beginning of this year!”
– Zvonimir Bracika

“The fire in our grade nine year”
– Shannon Beleque, Amanda Power, and Noreen Ahmed

“When Stud. Co. made the dance off and by  the end of it  the whole school was dancing in the lobby. It 
was amazing to see the school spirit and everyone having a good time together.” 
–  Jasmine Goodridge

“Meeting new friends, especially Shannon bedford ”
– Travis Lalonde   

“When the teachers danced to Alice cooper during the end of the year assembly!”
– Brian Hue

“The look on everyones’ faces when we announced that we had raised $72,000 at Relay for Life.”
– Christopher Smith

http://www.dailysudoku.com/

Daily Sudoku: Sat 28-May-2011
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2 4
3 1 6 9 7

9 7 4 2 8
1 5

7 3
9 3 4 7 2

http://www.dailysudoku.com/


